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ABSTRACT
To discuss the effect of lasei powei on the molten pool temperature and layer thickness at
the cunaluic radius of thin-wall parts, the numencai simulation and expenmental was studied.
The numeiical results showed that the molten pool lempeiature of the thin-wall incieases with
lhe layei numbet. and the molten pool tempeialuie of thin-wall cylmdeis weie increased when
cur\atuie laditis decieased The mies of lasei powei changing with the layer number anti
curvalute in lhe processing of the thin-wall blade can be obtained when keeping molten pool
tempeiatuie stable. Accoiding lo the numerical results, the thin-wall blades were fabncated by
expenments. The expenmental results showed that the excessive build-up occuned and
unevcnness thickness layer at sraall ladius coniei with constant lasei powei because of the
inciease of energy density at comets, while varied lasei powei is more unifonn than the constant
lasei powei, which is in agreement with the numeiical simulation.
Keymiiih

lasei direcl meial fonnmg, lempeiatiiie field, cuivatuie, thin-wall part.
1, INTRODUCTION

Laset direct metal fonning (LDMF) is a novel layer additive manufacttiring technology.
Ihere are some other similar technologies using the same principle as LDMF such as Laser
tngineered Net Shaping (LENS). Direct Metal Deposition (DMD) etc, which base on rapiti
pro olyping and laser cladding lechnique. It has been a hot topic in the advanced manufacturing
elds, in which, dense metal parts can be fabncated directly from CAD files line by line and
odm., T h ^ T m ' t ' c " " ' " " " ' " ' " ' ^ ° " P<"t "tape and powder material and without using any
It oung 1 lie LDMF supports many types of metals including shunless steels (316 and 304); Ni
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based super-alloys (hicond 625, 690, and 718, FGH95, DZ408, DZI25L); cobalt-chrome and
T1-6AMV titamum alloy [I . 5],
Control of the molten pool size, which is dependent on the molten pool temperatiire, is a
cntical issue since it impacts the quality of tiie producti Therefore, a dtorough understimding of
the molten pool temperatiire disttibution is imperative. Much research work has been canied out
in this fidd. Pinkerton and Li developed a simple thennal m o d d to analyze the temperatitte
distnbution and estimate the molten pool size [6]. Liu and Li esHbhshed a model to mvestigate
the ettects of process parameters on the layer tiiickness, powder utilization rate, and fonning
speed of thin-wall parts [7] Labudovic et al sttidied the effects of laser-processma parameters
(laser power and scanning speed) on the molten pool size [8]. Wana et al. developed a threedimensional finite element model to optimize molten pool size for each layer [9, 10],
In this paper, the effect of temperamre field disttibution on the curvann-e chanae and
uneveraiess thickness layer of thin-wall mrbine blade part with different cuivattire as shown in
big.l was sttidied by simulation and experimental.
Ni-based supei-alloys, e.g., hiconel 625, 718 and Rene4l, 8 8 D T DZI25L due to an
improved balance of creep, damage tolerance, tensile properties, and cortosion oxidation
resistance are nonnally developed foi high-peifomiance components in jet engines and gas
tuihines. The super-alloy DZ 125L was to be used for this researched

Flgiii-e I Thin-wall mrbine blade mode, (a) three-dimension model, (b) cross section of dimension,
2, THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION TEMPERATURE FIELD
The effect of the teniperamre field distnbution on the curvature change and numbet lavei
was simulation by thm-wall cylmdeis with different cuuattnes. The thin^wall cvlTdeTs
S
differem cuivanires can be replaced by different ladiuses.
cyiindeis with
2,1, Analysis model of thin-wall c.vlinders design
2.1.1. Geometric

model

A three-dimensional Urate deraent niodel of cylinders was built m c,„„,i
process using ANSYS software. The geometry and finite d e i ^ e n t t ^ h used
shown in F ^ 2. The thin-wal, cylindei dimensions is- radius 10 m r h e i U 5
0.5 mm, substrate dimensions is 40x30x8 mm'
~
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Figure :. The thm-wall cylinder model: (a) geometric mode!; (b) elemeni model.
2 1 2 Element birth and death lechiiique
"Element birth and death" technique is usually used to simulate welding and cutting. It does
not actually remove "killed" elements from model. Instead, it deactivates them by multiplying
their stiffness or conductivity by a severe reduction factor. This factor is set to l.OxlO"*' by
default, and it can be set to other values. Element loads associated with deactivated elements are
zero out of the load vector, but they still appear in element-load lists. The mass, damping and
specific heat of deacinated elemenis was all set to zero likewise.
Similarly, when elements are "bom", they are not actually added to the model but simply
reactivated So. we must create all elements in preprocessor, including those to be bom in later
stages of the analysis When an element is reactivated, its stiffness, mass and element loads, etc,
return to iheir full onginal values, but there is no record of strain history for it.
2 I i Material properties
The ihemia! physical beha\iors of nickel based supper-alloy DZ125L as shown in Table 1
[11].
2 14 Tbe heat Iransfer model
The heat ftux to system is put in by a highly focused aiea on the molten pool and it is
assumed that the heal ftux, qlr). follows Gauss distnbution in the radial direction, and has the
following fomi [12];
9 '•) = ^ ^ e x p

tlR'

\

R^

where' R is the laser spot radius (mm); Q is the total input lasei eneigy (W).
.V Boundary coniblioiis
To resolve heat tiansfet equations, the initial and boundaiy conditions are needed in the
compotalional domain The three boundaiy conditions can be concluded as follows;
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where^i^K is the thennal conductivity (W/m.°C); h is tiie convective heat tiansfei coefficient
(W/m . C); T. is the ambient temperamre around the part, which is considered to be equal to
room temperature ("C)
Besides all the heat conduction equations boundary conditions, the initial temperatin-e must
be set, which is considered as imtial condnion.

'•(''.y.4.„=7;

(5)

The latem heat of fiision is simulated by a manual input in the specific heat according to
Labudovic [13]. The idationship among enthalpy (H), density (p), and specific heat (c) is

AHIT] = \pc{l)dt

(6)

where: H is the enthalpy (J/kg).
Table! Thermal physical behaviom of nickel based supper-alloy DZ125L,

Temperature

Coefficient
thermal of
expansion

{\rc)

Density
{kg/m'l

Thermal
condueuvity
(W/m " O

Thermal
capacity
(J/kg-r)

Poison's
rano

20

1 48x10-'^

8230

80

350

0 33

200

1.52x10"'

8230

9 67

385

0 33

400

1 56x10"^

8230

1344

456

0.33

600

1 62x10-

8230

16.79

498

0 33

800

1.69x10-'

s:3o

19 63

506

0,34

1000

1.75x10"

8230

19 43

473

0 35

1100

1 80x10-'

8230

19 00

443

0 35

2.2, Simulation results
The numerical results showed that the raoltcn pool teraperattire of the thin-wall increases
with the layer number when keeping laser power, as shown in Fig. 3(a) In o de™„ ach ev a
steady temperature distnbution sunoundmg the molten pool, the lase power mu , be ad u l e d
or each layer. Provided that the laser power of the first deposition layer is dTnottd by P he
echoed percentages of laser power are denoted by u with the^ncreasing l a ; r number S^^^^
lemperature of each layer is consistent with Ihe lemperature of the fi^st layei The" The las i
JOwei of any layer can be calculated bv Px„ (0 8 < a < I) under kee„,n„ i h .
i
\
emperature of each layei stable, as shown in
Iecieaseswithlhelayeinunibei[l4]
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Figure 3 The relationship benveen molten pool and layer number.
The thm-wall cylinders with different curvatures can be handled by defining differeol
radiuses To investigate Ehe mfluence of different thin-wall cylinder's radiuses on the molten
pool temperamre, the molten pool temperature distribution is studied with the radius of R = 2,4,
6, 8, 10. and 20 mm. Fig.4 showed the typical temperature field distributions of the thin-wal!
cylinders with the radius of 2 and 6 mm. The relationship between temperature distribution and
radius is shown in Fig. 5.
The Fig 5 shows that, the molten pool temperature decreases with the radius, namely, the
molten pool temperature increases with the curvature. It is also observed that the molten pool
lemperature tends lo be gentle when the radius is more than 6 mm. This indicates that the
influence of the radius on the molten pool temperature is weak when the radius is more than 6
mm.
In order to keep the molten poo! temperature stable for different radiuses, the trend of laser
power changing can be obtained based on the 1650 °C produced by temperature field
computation of the thin wall's first layer. And the relationship between laser power and radius
was shown in Fig, 6.
The laser power of any layer can be calculated by P = P(x) under keeping the molten pool
temperature of each layer slable. To keep the temperature distributions of the thin-wali cylinders
with different curvamres consistent with the thin wall, the decline percentages of laser power are
denoted by P = P(y) with the increasing curvature So, the trend of laser power changing with
ayer number and curvature can be obtained under keeping melt pool temperature stable. The
laser power of the first deposition layer used is denoted by ?„. The relationship between laser
power with layer numbers and curvanire'
P^^. = P,e-^^^^

(7)

where, x is the layer numbers; y is the curve radius; a, p,yare coefficient.
Using linear regression least square method, the discrete points in Fig 3fb) and Fig 6 can
'^
f v /
«
get equation'
p

_ pp-ooifet-hoossji-ooie

(8)
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Figure 4 The temperature field distnbution with different radius: (a) R = 2 mm; {b) R = 6 n

C^Uodrr radlai (mm)

Figwe 5 The relationship belween lemperature
distribution and radius

Cy linder n d l u s (mm)

Figure 6 The trend of laser power changing with
different radius

3. EXPERIMELTAL PROCEDURES
3.1. Materials and equipment
The experiments were carried out by the system as shown in Fig 7 The LDMF orocess
d n m t ' "u^V"'
f T " ' K ' ' ""^ " ' " " " " °"^P"^ P"^^^^ (wavelength 1063
diameter of 0.5 mm the laser beam was guided to the workstation through an optical
focused by an optic) and a three-axis CNC Imkage worktable and a powder feeder with
ceding nozzle and a gas proteclion device. The processmg chamber of the system was
trom oxidation by argon gas

nm, spot
fiber and
a coaxial
protected

The powder used was nickel based super-alloy DZ125L with sphencal shape and sraooth
sur ace Additionally, the DZI25L particle size distnbu.es of about 30-60 pm and the mean
I'oMOot'rmm T r '
" " ™= . ^ f ^'™=;™^ «•= - - = '-«'""•
- d ns d i m e n s i ^ T a
I -SOM 00x8 mm. The compositions ol the powdei and the substtate are shown m Table 2
3.2. Processing

-:^J'
Doan

TatlQ^

' The LDMF svstem (a) schematic diagram of experiment, (b) the real workshop of
experiment setup.
To agree with simulation compulation, the process paratneters are shown in Table 3. The
thin-uall blade samples were built with two different conditions; constant laser power and varied
laser power. The layer number of the two parts is 30 According to numencai results, the varied
laser power was carried out as follows' the laser power is changed with layer number, and in
each layer the laser pouer is also different at the comers of R = 2 mm and R = 6 mm in Fig. I
and the \aried laser power as shown in Tabie 4. The pictures of the two parts with 30 layers are
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig 9 After experiments the cross sections of thin-walled blade samples
were obtained by cutting, grinding, polishing and metallographical etching, and then the
thickness of each la\ er can be measured under Optical Microscope (VH-8000, made in Japan by
the KEYENCE).
Tubk 2 Matenal compositions of the substrate and the powder (%).
Material

C

Cr

Co

Mo

W

Al

Ti

Ta

B

Nl

Substrate

0 07

9 09

10 00

2 09

7,17

4.48

3 05

3 64

0011

Balance

0.09

9,70

9,64

2.ig

7.14

4,90

3.12

3.78

0.015

Balance

Po\\der

Table 3 Process parameters for fabrication of thin-wall cylinder parts.
Laser power
(W)

Powder mass
flow rate
(gmin)
6.5

Table feeding
rate
(mm/s)
10

Beam
diameter
(mm)

Z-increment
(mm)

Deposition
distance
(mm)

05

0 07

5

Table J The , aned laser powet on the thin-wall tuibine blade fabncated by LDMF
Laser power
P,i (W)
R > 6 (3l g - 0 86
R>6f
R-2-1
R>6|
R^2J
R>6:|
R-2,0-0.

207
178
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R > 6. |5 - I
R - 2 . B-O.S

3.3. Experimental results and discussion
Figure 8 shows the sample fabricated with the constant lasei powei of 230 W. We can see
that the height on the top layei of the sample is uneven, and the coniei is abnomially hiehei than
othei places m the scanning path. Because, at the shaip comets m the path, the enemy and
powdeis highei than othei nonnal places As a result, the effects resulted in excessive build-up
bimultaneously, the thickness of the thm-wall blade is incieased ftom the bottom to the top as
showed that Fig. 8(b, c, d). This is due to the change of the molten pool temperature field
dts nbution dunng the whole depositing process As displayed in Fig. 3(a), it can be recognized
that at the beginning the temperature increased vety rapidly with the layei numbet because the
woik-piece was cold and the heat conductivity (three dimensional) was hiah and the thickness is
non-unifonn in the first a few layers. After about 15 layers, with deere'asing heat conduction
two dimensional), the heat exchange reached a quasi-steady stams. Thus, the molten pool
temperature increased slowly,
Tt, improve the fonning quality of the sample and contiol, the molten pool lempeiature the
vaned lasei powei was pre-set in CNC system accoidmg to the numencai results Figure 9
hickne s ^ T r , ° T
' " " ° l ^ ' ' ' ' " ' • ° " • "" - " " " ' ^ »° ^ - ^ s s i v e build-up but a homogeneous
thickness The thicknesses with layei numbet were measured at two posibons: position 1 (R = 6
F T OTHI ' ' b " " ° a I,' ? " " " ' " " " " '"= ' " ° ' " ' ^ P ° " " °f 1'ffaent conditions Fig. 8(d) and
Fig. 9(d) showed the relationship between layei thickness and layci numbet undei two asei
powei conditions,
respectively
oiiuci iwo lasei
As can be seen from Fig 8(d), the layer thickness increases gradually with the lavei
numbet and decreases with the radius Fig. 9(d) shows tha. the thifkness ofThe samph^
unifonn compaied to Fig 8(d) undei the varied laser power condition.
Th

" H T l " ^ f °™U P ^ f "='"'=• ^ ' I ™ - ™ " blade sample was fabncated as shown in Fig 10

70 mm

'

'

" " ™ ' ™ " ' " ' ' = ^™'"= " '^' ^ ™ - - " '"e designed height is

F;.;i„,,? The Ihin-wall blade samples fabricoiedbv constant laser newer 111 Ihm,. ,11 hi i
, ,u
posilion • of cross s.cnons. (c) posit™ 2 of cross seclions. ,d) . h S ™ : l * I r " ™ L t r i h l l . ™ ' s '
and layer number.
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Figure 9 The thin-wall blade samples fabricaled by vaned laser power (a) thin-wall blade sample: (b)
position I ofcross secltons. (cl position 2 of cross sections; (d) die relationship between layer thickness
and layet number.

Flgme III The thin-wall blade fabricated by varied laser power.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The tempeiatuie field distnbution of thin-wall part by LDMF was shidied by numencai
simulation. The simulation results showed that the ftend of lasei power changing with the layet
number and cun-amre in the processing of the thin-wall blade can be obtained when keeping
nioltcn pool lemperature stable, Accoiding to the simulation result, the effect of lasei powei on
the layet thickness and cun-ature change of thin-wall part were experimentally studied, showing
that Ihe excessive build-up occuned with constant laser power because of the increase of energy
density al comers, with vaned lase, powei is more unifonn than the constant lasei power
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TOM TAT
ANH HlTdNG CUA CONG SUAT LASER DEN NHIET DO VUNG NONG CHAY VA

CHIEU DAY LOP TAO HiNH TAI VUNG CO DO CONG KHAC NHAU CUA CHI TIFT
THANH MONG CHE TAO BOI CONG NGHE TAO HlNH BANG TIA LASER
Doan Tdt Khoa
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Bai bao sir duns phucmg phap mo phong ket hop vcri thirc nghiern de nghien cim sir anh
hirong cua cone su^t nsu6n laser ddn nhiet dp \ung nong chay va chieu day lap tao hinh tJii viii^
CO do^cong khic nhau ciia chi ti^t thanh mong. Ket qua mo phong cho thay nhiet do vung nong
chay'tanti len khi s6 lop tao hinh tang ien va ban kinh cong giam xuong; da tim ra quy lujit thay
doi cone'sujt neu6n laser so vcri s6 lop tao hinh va theo sir thay doi ban kinh cong dg giu cbo
nhiet d6 \aing ning chay luon 6n dinh tai mpi vi tri. Dua theo ket qua mo phong da thi nghidm
lao hinli chi tiit canh tua bin thanh mong. Ket qua thi nghiem cho thiy khi giir cong suat ngu6n
laser khong d6i trong su6t qua trinh tao hinh thi chi tiet thanh mong xuat hien viu lot va chi^u
d^y thimh mona tang theo s6 lop tao hinh tai vimg co ban kinh cong nho, do la do sir tap trung
mat dp nang luong Ion tai cac goc co ban kinh cong nho; khi thay doi cong suat laser theo quy
luat tim duac Ihi chi tao dupc chi tiet canh tua bin thanh mong co chat lucmg be mat tot va chi^u
diy d6ng diu o mpi M tri. diiu nay phii hpp voi ket qua mo phong.
Tir khoa: cong nghe tao hinh bang tia laser, tnrang nhiet dp, dp cong, chi tiet thanh mong.

